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Transmission Electron Microscopy A Textbook for Materials Science
by David B Williams & C Barry Carter

A complete text in one volume (hardback) or four volumes (paperback) including all the advances made in the

field of TEM in the last 30-40 years. A thorough account of the information required to be a competent electron

microscopist in the physical sciences and giving the ability to interpret the resulting images. A fundamentally

practical work with over 600 clear figures and diagrams, hints, and descriptions of how to put concepts into

practise.

Ideal for laboratory or classroom use this publication covers the basics of TEM including scattering and

diffraction; beam damage; electron sources; lenses; apertures and resolution; pumps and holders; the instrument;

specimen preparation. It includes Diffraction patterns; reciprocal space; diffracted beams; Bloch waves; Kikuchi

diffraction phenomenon; using convergent beam techniques etc. Imaging in the TEM; thickness and bending

effects; planar defects; strain fields; weak beam dark field microscopy; phase contrast images; high resolution etc.

Spectrometry; X Ray spectrometry; the XEDS-TEM interface; qualitative X-Ray analysis & quantitative X-Ray

microanalysis; spatial resolution & minimum detectability; electron energy loss spectrometers etc.

B305 Transmission Electron Microscopy 4 volumes paperback 756pp

B304 Transmission Electron Microscopy 1 volume Hardback 756pp

Transmission Electron Microscopy - Materials

Specimen Preparation for TEM of Materials by P J Goodhew

Details the practical steps that must precede microscopy and lists the methods by which sheet or disc specimens

are prepared. Details use of final thinning techniques with particular reference to practical problems. Also

describes mounting and storing of specimens and gives a list of suppliers.

B151 Specimen Preparation for TEM of Materials

Light and Electron Microscopy by Elizabeth M Slayter

This book describes the principles of operation of each type of microscope currently available and used by

biomedical and materials scientists. It explains the mechanisms for image formation (contrast and its enhance-

ment), accounts for ultimate limits on the size of observable details (resolving power and resolution) and finally

provides an account of Fourier optical theory. Principles behind the photographic methods used in microscopy are

described and there is some discussion on image processing methods.

B275 Light and Electron Microscopy Hardback 256pp £37.50 B276   Paperback 256pp 
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